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Welcome to the historic Seelbach Hotel and Louisville, Kentucky for
Throwing Light, Catching Shadows. It is an honor to host the Midwest
Regional Conference of the Society for Photographic Education. We
especially thank our individual and corporate donors, the vendors and
local universities whose names are listed on the donors and sponsors
page as well as our colleagues and students, whose efforts are truly
appreciated.
We are thrilled that our conference coincides with the Louisville Photo
Biennial, offering more than 60 photographic exhibitions in the area.
Louisville’s free First Friday Trolley Hop makes it easy to get from
gallery to gallery. We also hope that many of you will make your way
to Churchill Downs on Saturday night to be a part of the Rochester
Institute of Technology’s 31st Annual Big Shot event!
We look forward with pleasure to talks by Honored Educator
Linda Adele Goodine, Abelardo Morell, Lori Nix, Dan Estabrook,
Steve Gompf, James Rhem, Jon Satrom, and Brian Sholis. We are
especially grateful to our portfolio reviewers, panelists, moderators and
all of the wonderful artists who make these conferences so worthwhile.
We hope you enjoy the conference, the galleries and the city of
Louisville.
Your hosts and co-chairs,

Mary Carothers and Mitch Eckert
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2:30 pm – 3:30 pm
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Jon Satrom
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Dan Estabrook
Photography and Other Objects
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Lori Nix
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21c. Museum
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Gallery Talk

Saturday October 3rd
9:00 am – 1:00 pm
Medallion E & F
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9:00 am – 10:00 am
Medallion C
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The Inland Experience

Medallion D

James Robert Southard
The Digital Canvas

10:00 am – 11:00 am
Medallion C

Multi Caucus Panel
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Medallion D

Heather Wetzel
Salvage, Gravity & Impractical Library

11:00 am – 12:00 pm
Medallion D

Ian Campbell
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Lori Hepner
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1:00 pm – 2:00 pm
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Regional Meeting

2:00 pm – 3:00 pm
Medallion C & D

Steve Gompf
Telecast for Televisors

Saturday October 3rd | 2015 Award Winners
3:00 pm – 3:30 pm
Medallion C & D

Lily Mayfield
The Subject Before You

3:30 pm – 4:00 pm
Medallion C & D

Laura Burke
Notes

4:00 pm – 4:15 pm
Medallion C & D

Lauren Bina
The Journals of Dr. Francois Leon

4:15 pm – 4:30 pm
Medallion C & D

Danielle Owensby
Home Sweet Home:
An Investigation of Nostalgia and Shame

4:30 pm – 4:45 pm
Medallion C & D

Megan Lendman
Translating a Community into a Book
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Ying Ruan
Where I Came From
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Abigail Thompson
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Davey Rocco
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Medallion C & D

2015 Honored Educator
Linda Adele Goodine
30 Years of Photography: Lessons Learned, Lessons Lost

7:30 pm – 9:30 pm
Medallion C & D

Portfolio Throw Down

9:30 pm – 12:00 am
The Rathskeller

Meet & Greet

Sunday October 4
9:00 – 4:00 pm
University of Louisville

Calotype Workshop

thursday

Thursday, October 1st | Medallion C | 12:00-1:00
Ted Wathen & Bob Hower

40 Years Later

40 years ago, 3 photographers, informed and inspired
by the great documentarians of the 20th Century,
photographed for 3 years in all of Kentucky’s 120 counties.
They were Ted Wathen, Bill Burke, and Bob Hower. From
thousands of negatives, a core group of over 100 images
were deemed significant and exhibited nationally. Now, 40
years later, they are setting out to do it again. We’ll discuss
the original work and some of the issues we face in the new
project. Is it relevant? Do we still have what it takes? New
methodologies, and new technology.
Ted Wathen is a native Kentuckian and founder of the
Kentucky Documentary Photographic Project. His work
is included in the collections of The Smithsonian Museum of American Art, and The
National Archives. He has exhibited at the George Eastman House, ICP, and The White
House.
Bob Hower was born in Boston in 1947. His career includes 2 grants from the Ohio Arts
Council and an Individual Fellowship grant from the N.E.A. His work is in the permanent
collections of MOMA, ICP, The Smithsonian American Art Museum, and Boston’s
Museum of Fine Arts.

Thursday, October 1st | Medallion D | 1:00-2:00
Stephen Takacs

Brownie In Motion
Using a room-sized Kodak Brownie camera that doubles
as a portable darkroom, Stephen has traveled across
the United States photographing individuals that practice
rare and disappearing crafts. Like the work of many of
the artisans that he photographs, his one-of-a-kind,
B&W images exhibit the marks of their creation, including
pinholes, watermarks and the occasional sweat stain.
During this talk, Stephen will share his thoughts on the
importance of the hand in photographic process, as well
as the trials and triumphs that come with working with a
camera the size of a range rover.
Stephen is a freelance photographer and educator from
Columbus, Ohio. He debuted the Brownie In Motion
camera obscura in 2013 at Ingenuity Cleveland and has shared the project at venues
across the US, including the 2014 SPE National Conference in Baltimore.

Thursday, October 1st | Medallion C | 1:00-2:00
Tiffany Carbonneau

Video Projection and Our Built Environment
Video installation artist, Tiffany Carbonneau,
will discuss her creative practice that
combines architectural projection mapping
and original video footage to recontextualize
our surroundings and highlight local
consequences of global markets. Tiffany will
describe her research and video shoots at
international ports, maritime shipping routes,
and recently aboard a container ship, as well
as the projection mapping process and the
exciting trend of architectural and mapped projection in contemporary art.
Tiffany Carbonneau is a video installation artist and Assistant Professor of Fine Art
and Head of the Digital Art and Interactive Media concentration at Indiana University
Southeast. She is an Efroymson Contemporary Arts fellow and exhibits her work
internationally.

Thursday, October 1st | Medallion C | 2:00-3:00
Nicole White

Questioning the Photographic
Using William Henry Fox Talbot’s unfixed images as
a starting point for this dialogue, I will elaborate on
my shift from a more traditional photographic imagemaking practice into a practice that revolves around
the unification of image and material, complicating the
“thing” depicted along with highlighting the “stuff” upon
which it is presented. A dialog surrounding notions of
light, surface, the tactile, the ephemeral, and messy
photography will be presented in relation to three recent
bodies of work: Aura, Blinding Light, and Histories.
Nicole White is an artist, curator, historian, and writer.
She is a Photography Lecturer at the University of
Kentucky. Current projects include: Capturing Light at
the Living Arts & Science Center in Lexington, KY and New Narrative, an exhibition White
guest curated for Zephyr Gallery in Louisville, KY.

Thursday, October 1st | Medallion D | 2:00-3:00
Rebecca Zeiss

Trace Evidence—The Hand of the Artist
Rebecca Zeiss will discuss the tactile experiences alternative
photographic processes allow and the manner in which tangible imaging
methods affect photographic choices.  Rebecca uses photographs
of objects with associated histories to establish a visual dialogue that
references trace images and collective memory. She will share the
processes and concepts of her work, currently represented in long
vertical Eastern format with its altered spatial relationships and shifting
focal planes while maintaining the hand of the artist in the work as
created through platinum/palladium antiquarian processes.
Rebecca Zeiss, from Midland, Michigan, is currently teaching
photography and printmaking at the University of Michigan—Flint. She
received her BFA at the University of Michigan, Penny W. Stamps School
of Art & Design and her MFA at Central Michigan University.

Thursday, October 1st | Medallion C | 3:00-4:00
Derrick Burbul

Diary of a Mad World
Images and words go hand in hand: images
can strike our psyches quickly and viscerally,
but words can add context that can change
the meaning of a photograph. With this
photographic series, I bring images and words
together in one space where they can compete
with, and complement, each other. The works
from a distance appear to be merely grainy
photographs, but as the viewer approaches
the words begin to emerge, or try to emerge, and add context and meaning, or remain
elusive, depending on the image and how the words were visually integrated into the
image.
I am currently an Associate Professor at the University of Nebraska at Kearney teaching
Foundations Design and Photography. I received my MFA in Studio Arts from the
University of Idaho and a Bachelors of Science in English with a Minor in Photography
from the University of Wisconsin

Thursday, October 1st | Medallion D | 3:00-4:00
Garrett Hansen

HAIL

Roughly 40% of the population in the US owns a gun and
there are enough guns - approximately 300 million - to
arm nearly every man, woman, and child in the country.
While shooting is fundamentally a destructive act, by
bringing bullet holes into the darkroom, enlarging them
and then processing and printing the results, I am able
to balance this destruction with creation. The viewer is
presented with something that speaks to the sublime –
they are both attractive and terrifying at the same time.
Garrett graduated from Grinnell College, where he studied
economics and political science. He completed his MFA
in photography at Indiana University and has taught at several universities in the United
States and in Asia; he is now an Assistant Professor of Photography at the University of
Kentucky.

Thursday, October 1st | Medallion C & D | 6:00-7:00
KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

Sponsored by the Hite Art Institute at the University of Louisville

Abe Morell

The Universe Next Door
A look at the work of Abe Morell from the 1980’s until now.
Abelardo Morell was born in Havana, Cuba in 1948. He
immigrated to the United States with his parents in 1962.
Morell received his undergraduate degree in 1977 from
Bowdoin College and an MFA from The Yale University
School of Art in 1981. In 1997, he received an honorary
degree from Bowdoin College.
He has received a number of awards and grants, which
include a Cintas grant in 1992, a Guggenheim fellowship in
1994, a Rappaport Prize in 2006, and an Alturas Foundation
grant in 2009 to photograph the landscape of West Texas.

friday

Friday, October 2nd | Medallion D | 9:00-10:00
Drew Nikonowicz

This World and Others Like It
Drew Nikonowicz discusses his series This
World and Others Like It, which investigates
the role of the 21st century explorer by
combining computer modeling with analogue
photographic processes. Thousands of
explorable realities exist through rover
and probe based imagery, virtual role
playing, and video game software. Within
the contemporary wilderness, robots have
replaced photographers as mediators
producing images completely dislocated from
human experience. This suggests that now
the sublime landscape is only accessible through the boundaries of technology.
Drew Nikonowicz was recently awarded first prize for the 2015 Aperture Portfolio prize
and the
2015 Lenscratch Student Prize. He is an artist currently based in Columbia Missouri
where he is pursuing a BFA from the University of Missouri Columbia

Friday, October 2nd | Medallion C | 9:00-10:00
Kris Sanford

Through the Lens of Desire
In my creative work I live vicariously through unknown
strangers, creating implied narratives using snapshots
from the 1920s-1950s. Gay and lesbian couples of
the era likely remained closeted and were seldom
photographed together in an open and loving way. By
selecting images that picture men together and women
together I am creating an imaginary queer past. The
images are works of fiction, where I project my own
dreams onto unselfconscious moments from the past.
I will address how this work resides in that tension
between the past and present, between truth and fiction.
Kris Sanford has exhibited work nationally and is an assistant professor at Central
Michigan University. She received a BFA from the College for Creative Studies in Detroit
and an MFA from Arizona State University. Her art explores intimate relationships,
specifically queer desire, through the use of appropriated images and text.

Friday, October 2nd | Medallion D | 10:00-11:00
Deborah Orloff

Elusive Memory
Do you really remember your past, or have
you simply seen the photographs so many
times you believe you retain those memories?
Intrigued by abandoned photos found in
her parents’ basement, Orloff utilizes these
severely damaged pictures as subject matter
in her investigation of the relationship between
photography and memory. Her current
project explores the significance of vernacular
photographs as aesthetic objects and cultural artifacts. The resulting large-scale pieces
make commonplace objects monumental and emphasize their unique details. In their
final representation, these banal items become simulacra of loss, and speak eloquently
to the ephemeral nature of memory.
Deborah Orloff, Professor of Art, runs the University of Toledo’s Photography area. Her
artwork has been exhibited widely at national and international venues including the
Whitney Museum of American Art. Her current work, Elusive Memory, is in the collection
of the Midwest Photographers Project at the Museum of Contemporary Photography.

Friday, October 2nd | Medallion D | 10:00-11:00
Joseph Mougel

From Silver Crystals to Landscape Pixels
No longer do we need to traverse mountains peaks
or ford canyon rivers to know a place. Instead, our
understanding of the land is layered with historical
and personal accounts, qualitative and quantitative
assessment of resources, natural and arbitrary
boundaries, and objective and often-interpretive
visual imagery. From Silver Crystals to Landscape
Pixels utilizes a 19th-century positive process to
create new landscape imagery based on historical
photographs of the American West, reinterpreted through satellite imagery and digital
capture methodologies. Virtual topographical and pictorial sources cast their illuminating
glow onto glass, making an old wet-plate process mimic a digital screen.
Joseph Mougel received an MFA in photography from the University of New Mexico,
where he also studied video and interactive media. He has exhibited and lectured about
his artistic practice both nationally and internationally, with examples of his work featured
in Art Takes Miami, ARTL!ES Magazine, Art Papers, After Image, and The Contact Sheet.
He has participated in artist residencies, including Elsewhere Artists Collaborative and
35/35 in Australia. Joseph Mougel is currently an Assistant Professor of Art and the area
head of Photography at the University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee.

Friday, October 2nd | Medallion C | 11:00-12:00
Adam Dienst-Scott

“Praise the Name”- J. Susse
Although you may not be familiar with his name, you are
familiar with his work. This presentation will take a look into
the life of Josiah Susse, also known as J. Susse, a man
intent on saving America. In actuality, J. Susse is a fictional
creation by the artist used to mock the confluence of religion
and politics. Humor and satire are used to explore the
media’s creation of modern prophets out of talking heads
and celebrities. Through over-the-top and often humorous
images, questions are raised about the ridiculous and often
over-the-top things done and said by these new prophets.
Adam Dienst-Scott, received his BFA from Emporia State
University in 2002 and an MFA from Kansas State University
in 2005. He has exhibited and taught workshops nationally.
Currently he is an Instructor of Photography at Metropolitan
Community College in Omaha, NE working primarily in alternative and historical
processes

Friday, October 2nd | Medallion D | 11:00-12:00
William Knipscher

Manual Art in an Age of Digital Reproduction
While my career with photography
began quite traditionally with a 35mm
camera and black-and-white film,
image-making for me has become a
way of questioning or interfering with
production. Conceptually, I engage with
the mechanics of photography. How
do we trap light? How do we translate
that light to a matrix? My most recent
work manipulates light through and
around photosensitive paper, allowing
the medium to perform as disrupter and
recorder of light. Each image documents
momentary illumination, a meditation on light, shadow and line.
William Knipscher received his MFA in Photographic and Electronic Media from the
Maryland Institute College of Art and his BFA from the Corcoran College of Art and
Design. He is an Assistant Professor and Head of the Photography Major at the Art
Academy of Cincinnati in Cincinnati, OH.

Friday, October 2nd | Medallion C | 1:00-2:00
FEATURED SPEAKER

Sponsored by the Hite Art Institute at the University of Louisville

James Rhem

Meatyard, Louisville and Lucybelle
At an earlier regional meeting of SPE in Louisville shortly
before he died, Meatyard showed some of the Lucybelle
images from what was then a work in progress. The
work was published posthumously in a very imperfect
edition. I’ll revisit Meatyard’s SPE appearance and
examine the structure and meaning of the long
mythologized and misunderstood Lucybelle.
James Rhem is an independent scholar in the history
of photography specializing in biographical study of
significant figures in photography’s classic modern
period. He is the author of two books on Ralph Eugene Meatyard -- PhotoPoche No.
87 (2000) on Meatyard and D.A.P.’s “Ralph Eugene Meatyard: The Family Album of
Lucybelle Crater and Other Figurative Photographs” (2002),-- and the Phaidon 55
on Aaron Siskind (2003). He has contributed catalogue essays on Wynn Bullock and
articles on August Sander, William Eggleston, Shelby Lee Adams, Arthur Tress, and
others. He has lectured at numerous colleges and universities and at the Prague House
of Photography. Most recently, he spoke at the Blanton Museum in Austin, Texas in
connection with “Wildly Strange,” an exhibition of Meatyard photographs from the Guy
Davenport collection at the Ransom Center. Rhem is also active in higher education as
the Executive Editor of The National Teaching & Learning FORUM.

Friday, October 2nd | Medallion D | 1:00-2:00
FEATURED SPEAKER

Sponsored by the Hite Art Institute at the University of Louisville

Brian Sholis

Looking Out, Looking In:
The Romance of Impossible Photographs
From its earliest days, photographers have tried using the medium to
depict the impossible. During the nineteenth century, scientists and
others used photography to document the moon, the stars, the sun,
and other phenomena their technologies were not quite able to capture.
A century later, many Conceptual artists used lens-based technologies
to record an inner landscape of emotion and private experience
inaccessible to mechanical reproduction. This paper, drawn from inprogress research, links the two groups through the notion of wonder.
Brian Sholis is Associate Curator of Photography at the Cincinnati Art Museum. He has
worked as a curator, writer, and editor both independently and at such organizations as
Artforum and Aperture Foundation. His writing on photography and contemporary art
has appeared in numerous exhibition catalogues and in Artforum, Frieze, Aperture, Art in
America, and other periodicals. Sholis received his B.A. from Boston University and an
M.A. in American History from the CUNY Graduate Center.

Friday, October 2nd | Medallion C & D | 2:30-3:30
FEATURED SPEAKER

Sponsored by Indiana University Southeast

Jon Satrom

Collaborating with Shadows:
The Metamedium and its Politix
Our methods of viewing, creating and editing digital
media are in collusion with innumerable entities. Spirits
of computer engineers govern which pixels make the cut
through compression. Limitations are locked-in from defunct
empires and obsolete ideas. Powerful consortiums and open
initiatives sculpt protocols and resolutions. The “politix” of
the “metamedium” are deeply embedded within our work,
though we rarely acknowledge these shadowy collaborators.
Through sharing insights on his own work and others’, Satrom
casts light on how our tools manipulate the process of manipulation itself.
Jon Satrom is an artist, educator, and organizer who problematizes old and new media
structures, interfaces, and conventions. He is a kludge artist, a glitch aficionado and a
creative problem creator. Satrom performs realtime audio/video, develops artware and
co-programs and experiments with organizational and curatorial systems worldwide.

Friday, October 2nd | Medallion C & D | 3:30-4:30
FEATURED SPEAKER

Sponsored by the Hite Art Institute at the University of Louisville and Bellarmine University

Dan Estabrook

Photography and Other Objects
Dan Estabrook will discuss his work, and the use of physical,
chemical, and historical photographic processes in a digital age.
For over twenty years Dan Estabrook has been making
contemporary art using a variety of 19th-century photographic
techniques. Having spent the last ten years focusing on
calotype negatives and salted paper prints, he has recently been
using gum bichromate and carbon prints as sources for hand
manipulation with paint and pencil. He balances his interests in
photography with forays into sculpture, painting, drawing and
other works on paper.<P>Dan has exhibited widely and has received several awards,
including an Artist’s Fellowship from the National Endowment of the Arts in 1994. He
is also the subject of a recent documentary by Anthropy Arts. He is represented by the
Catherine Edelman Gallery in Chicago, Daniel Cooney Fine Art in New York and Jackson
Fine Art in Atlanta. He lives and works in Brooklyn, New York.

Friday, October 2nd | Medallion C & D | 4:30-5:30
FEATURED SPEAKER

Sponsored by Kentucky College of Art & Design at Spalding University

Lori Nix

The City
I have always taken inspiration from her surroundings of great
architecture, skyscrapers, bridges and the every day life of
urban landscape. My evolving series “The City” imagines
what New York City and Brooklyn would look like if suddenly
mankind had disappeared seemingly overnight. What remains
are vacant fragments of buildings slowly being reclaimed by
nature. Our history, our culture halted and returning to dust and
debris. These photographs, saturated with color and infused
with a dark sense of humor, turn the notion of the traditional
landscape on it’s head. Painstakingly created in miniature, these constructed scenes
raise awareness and inspired reflection on our everyday actions and means of survival.
Lori Nix is an artist based in Brooklyn, New York. Her photographs have been exhibited
nationally and internationally at the Museum of Arts and Design, the Toledo Museum
of Art, the Museum Schloss Moyland in Germany, ClampArt Gallery in New York, the
George Eastman House and other venues. She is a 2014 John R. Simon Guggenheim
Fellow and a 2010 and 2004 NYFA Artist Grant recipient.

Friday, October 2nd | Offsite | 6:00-7:00
700 WEST MAIN STREET, LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40202

Linda Adele Goodine

Gallery Talk

Grab a cocktail at the bar and join Linda Adele
Goodine in gallery 3 as she gives an informal talk
about her work. This exhibition presents 30 years
of work by photographer Linda Adele Goodine,
featuring selections from six of the artist’s series.
Trained in photography, modern dance, and
installation art, Goodine intertwines aspects of her
multi-media background in images that suggest a
private ritual, preserved at a pivotal moment. The
artist also strives to create socially conscious art
that promotes dialogue and positive change on a range of issues, including political
activism, environmentalism, the politics of the body, and the intersection of these three
concerns. A dedicated educator, Linda Adele Goodine has been teaching since 1980 at
Ithaca College, Florida State University, The Delgado School, Herron School of Art and
Design, and most recently, as the Carol Grotnes Belk Distinguished Professor at East
Carolina University. This exhibition has been organized by Mary Carothers and Mitch
Eckert of the University of Louisville.

saturday

Saturday, October 3rd | Medallion D | 9:00-10:00
James Robert Southard

The Digital Canvas

Digital photography has given artists the ability
to approach their projects in new manors.
Photographers are finding themselves centering
their projects around a digital canvas, which is
something more common to mediums such as
collage, drawing and painting. As an artist utilizing
this, I find myself relating more to neoclassical
& baroque painters rather than generations of
photographers. This has also made me rethink
the manor in which I teach digital photography as
I have found myself including more discussions
on painting techniques. My lecture will be on
how artists and educators are adapting classical
production methods to their work and to the classroom, as well as its effect on emerging
photographers.
James Robert Southard received his BFA at UL and his MFA at Carnegie Mellon
University. His work has exhibited in international shows such as the Moscow Biennale
for Young Art, Hel’Pitts’Sinki’Burgh in Finland, Camaguey Cuba’s 5th International Video
Art Fest and the Internet Pavilion at the 54th Venice Biennale. He has attended residency
such as Seoul Art Space Geumcheon, Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture,
MacDowell Colony, Yaddo Retreat, Millay Colony & Vermont Studio Center. He currently
teaches at the University of Kentucky.

Saturday, October 3rd | Medallion C | 9:00-10:00
WOMEN’S CAUCUS PANEL DISCUSSION

The Inland Experience
PANEL MODERATOR:

Margaret LeJeune

PANELISTS:

Sarah Berkeley, Crystal Tursich,
Millee Tibbs, Lee Ann Paynter

In conjunction with the exhibition The Inland Experience, panelists will discuss the ways
in which living and working in the Midwest has affected their photographic processes
and content.

Saturday, October 3rd | Medallion C | 10:00-11:00
A MULTI CAUCUS PANEL DISCUSSION

On Fruited Plains
PANEL MODERATORS:

James Kueffner, David Martin, and Marivi Ortiz

PANELISTS:

Rachael Banks, Michael Borowski, Amanda Breitbach,
Garrett Hansen, Zora Murff, Lee Ann Paynter,

Matel Rokke, Alison A. Smith, Alyss Vernon, Kevin Warth

In conjunction with the exhibition, On Fruited Plains, panelists will discuss the ways in
which their work reflect the environmental and cultural character of the Midwest: its
struggles, the small-town life, the rural life, the city life, and the varied backdrops against
which personal stories are played out.

MODERATOR BIOS

Margaret LeJeune is an image-maker who works primarily in photographic mediums.
Her recent series, The Modern Day Diana, explores the relationship of women hunters to
their domestic spaces. Her work has been exhibited at numerous museums and galleries
including The Griffin Museum of Photography (Winchester, MA), Center for Fine Art
Photography (Fort Collins, CO), and ARC Gallery (Chicago, IL). She is the recent recipient
of a Puffin Foundation Grant. LeJeune currently serves as the area coordinator for the
graduate and undergraduate photography programs at Bradley University in Peoria, IL.
David Martin is a photographer and educator located in Northern Kentucky. Originally
from London, England he has resided in the United States for the last 15 years. His
photographic work address issues of social justice, gender identity and employs a
healthy dash of irony. As an educator he has a particular interest in curriculum design,
analysis, and online social learning concepts. He holds a B.F.A from Northern Kentucky
University, an M.F.A. from the University of Kentucky, and is currently completing his
thesis work for an M.A. in Visual Studies. He is a lecturer in photography at Northern
Kentucky University.
Marivi Ortiz is a professional photographer based in Chicago. Prevalent themes in her
work include the desire for connection, identity construction, personal loss, and trauma
survival. She is an artist-in-residence at A Long Walk Home, Inc. (ALWH), a Chicagobased national non-profit that uses art to educate, inspire, and mobilize young people to
end violence against girls and women. Her work has been shown at numerous museums
and galleries around the country, including The Center for Fine Art Photography in Fort
Collins, Colorado, POKE Artists and Online Social Media at FotoFest in Houston, 33
Contemporary Gallery, Women’s Caucus for Art in Chicago, and Arc Gallery.
James Kueffner is a photographer and software engineer; skilled in scalable, highperformance software Architecture. The economics of the software industry lead him
to embark on a second career in photography, where he enjoys working with film and
alternative print processes.Saturday Ocrober 3rd Medallion D 10:00 – 11:00 am

Saturday, October 3rd | Medallion D | 10:00-11:00
Heather Wetzel

Salvage, Gravity & Impractical Library
My work is grounded in contemplation of life in the 21st
Century, and examines current social concerns, such as
issues with the environment, and the role of both the book
and the photograph as object and source of information and
entertainment in today’s technology laden society.
All three bodies of work that will be presented, Salvage;
Gravity; and Impractical Library, utilize a hybrid of processes,
materials, and techniques while also exploring the image as
object, as well as the object as image. How and why I go
about integrating historic photographic processes ranging from wet-plate collodion to
various printing out processes with digital methods and material exploration, as well as
the various incarnations these ideas have undergone and how they continue to develop
will be shared.
An artist working in historic photographic processes, hand papermaking, and book
arts, Heather F. Wetzel is currently a Lecturer in the Art Department at The Ohio
State University where she was the 2011-2012 Post MFA Fergus Family Fellow in
Photography. She earned her Master of Arts & Humanities from Arcadia University in
Glenside, Pennsylvania, and her Master of Fine Arts in Visual Studies from the Visual
Studies Workshop in Rochester, New York. Prior to coming to The Ohio State University,
she completed the University of Iowa Center for the Book Graduate Certificate in Book
Arts Technologies in 2011. She is a 2012 Photolucida Critical Mass Finalist, as well as
a semifinalist and The Print Center’s Honorary Council Award of Excellence winner in
The Print Center’s 87th International Competition. Most recently she was a participant
at Review Santa Fe 2015. Her work has been widely exhibited, and can be found at the
Anzenberger Gallery in Vienna Austria, as well as in multiple collections.

Saturday, October 3rd | Medallion D | 11:00-12:00
Lori Hepner

#Crowdsourced Landscapes:
Beyond the North Wind
#Crowdsourced Landscapes: Beyond the North
Wind dwells on Arctic experiences of future climate
change, our perception of the future landscape,
and how we imagine our own landscapes changing
from our memories of them over the course of
our lifetimes. The work uses LED lightpainting
techniques to create experimental landscapes in the
studio using conversations and social media posts
about Arctic climate change as inspiration. The
project was developed over 6 months in Finland,
using landscapes from throughout the country and spanning the seasons resulting in
experimental landscapes generated by the LEDs contain traces of the world, as if from a
future memory.
Lori Hepner works primarily in conceptually based photography, installation, and social
media art. Her work has recently been exhibited in Data Rush at the Noorderlicht
Photofestival, Cambridge University, and in solo exhibitions in Kemijärvi, Finland and
Belfast, Northern Ireland. Lori is associate professor of integrative arts at Penn State
Greater Allegheny.

Saturday, October 3rd | Medallion D | 11:00-12:00
Ian Campbell

Dark Water
This project was inspired by the Sea Serpent of Gloucester:
a large, unidentified animal sighted off Cape Ann,
Massachusetts in 1817. I recently traveled to Gloucester
to conduct research and make wet-plate collodion
photographs at the sites of these Serpent encounters. Dark
Water includes these photographs, as well as texts, maps,
drawings, and found objects. Embracing the imperfections
and constraints of the collodion process, this project
fosters a sense of the unknown by emphasizing the limits of
photographic representation. My presentation will interweave
fact and fantasy, past and present, melancholy and hope,
historical romance and ecological reality.
Ian Campbell is an artist, amateur naturalist, occasional historian, and unofficial expert
on Sea Serpent lore. He holds an MFA in Photography and Integrated Media from Ohio
University, and a BA from Wheaton College, Illinois. Ian lives with his wife and daughter in
Athens, Ohio.

Saturday, October 3rd | Medallion C&D | 2:00-3:00
FEATURED SPEAKER

Sponsored by the Hite Art Institute at the University of Louisville

Steve Gompf

Telecast for Televisors
Gompf will premiere “Parade: The
Absolute End of the World” which has
been nearly eight years in the making.
Reminiscent of Hieronymus Bosch’s
“The Garden of Delights,” this
animation consisting of approximately
eighteen thousand individual frames
incorporates over two thousands
individual animated elements and
hundreds of digitally manipulated,
recombined and reanimated of
Eadweard Muybridge’s photographic
motion studies (and a few of Etienne Jules Marey’s and Lucien Bull’s) from the late 19th
century. This work, when viewed with special viewing glasses, pops into 3D via the
Pulfrich Effect.
Gompf’s artwork is a multifaceted construct which centers around a series of mixed
media sculptures made from found objects, which appear to be authentic examples
of image transmission devices from the Televisor Era 1889-1928. Each faux device
is accompanied by a label of equally faux information which explains the country of
origin, name of inventor, and its importance in the early development of the television
medium. Each device displays on its view screen animations constructed from digitally
manipulated images from the late nineteenth century.
Steve Gompf earned both his BFA in Photography and MFA in Intermedia, at Arizona
State University. His multimedia sculptures have been exhibited at Lisa Sette Gallery,
Palo Alto Art Center, John Michael Kohler Art Center, Laumeier Sculpture Park and the
University of Louisville, as well as, numerous exhibitions throughout the Southwest.
He is a recipient of the Artist Fellowship Award for artist excellence from the Arizona
Commission on the Arts and he has twice been selected as an Artist Contributor for
ACM SIGGRAPH International Conference and Exhibition on Computer Graphics and
Interactive Techniques.

2015 AWARD WINNERS
Saturday, October 3rd | Medallion C&D | 3:00-3:30
Lily Mayfield

The Subject Before You
This lecture will present Brood, the recent work by Lily
Mayfield. As a new mother, Mayfield’s photographs not
only document the beginning stages of family life but
also describe the extreme intimacy of the parent/child
relationship in both an emotional and physical way. The
proximity of the camera to her subject visualizes these
connections, as well as the hovering nature of newly
christened motherhood. These photographs reflect the
precarious balancing act of mothering and life; Mayfield has
learned to find art in the everyday.
Lily Mayfield lives in Chicago. She earned a BFA in
photography from the University of Florida and MFA in photography from Columbia
College Chicago. Mayfield teaches at Columbia College Chicago and College of
Dupage. She has exhibited her work nationally and has curated exhibitions for
Northern Trust Bank and Woman Made GallerySaturday,

Medallion C&D | 3:30-4:00

October 3rd |

Laura Burke

Notes

There are many aspects of my life that have changed
as I’ve aged, but I have been an avid reader since I was
young. Nearly every book I read contains at least a few
lines, and sometimes entire paragraphs or chapters, that
give me pause and require further contemplation. In my
series Notes, I use string to bind together those portions
of books I’ve found to be important into new forms to
become a physical manifestation of how I wrap my brain
around understanding what I’m reading and what it
means to me.
Laura C. Burke received her BFA from the University of
Nebraska Omaha in 2012 and her Associate in Applied
Science for photography from Metropolitan Community College in Omaha in 2013. She
is currently a first year graduate student at the University of Iowa.

Saturday, October 3rd | Medallion C&D | 4:00-4:15
Lauren Bina

The Journals of Dr. François Léon
The Journals of Dr. François Léon: Volume I is a
book project that centers around the scientific
investigations of Dr. François Léon as he is called to
study a mysterious fallen asteroid. Dr. François Léon
uncovers microorganisms that have been living on the
surface on the asteroid. By isolating these specimens,
he is able to study their characteristics and reactions
to various chemical solutions, thus allowing him to
develop a hypothesis regarding the origin of the
asteroid and whether or not the microorganisms can
survive on our home planet. This book is an account of
the Dr. François Léon’s findings.
Lauren Bina, from St. Paul, MN, studied photography
at the University of Wisconsin-River Falls under
Brett Kallusky. Bina combines sculptural work with traditional photographic processes
and digital technology to create scientific based imagery. These images are used in
conjunction with fictional documentation in the creation of her photographic books.

Saturday, October 3rd | Medallion C&D | 4:15-4:30
Danielle Owensby

Home Sweet Home: An Investigation of
Nostalgia and Shamet
Home Sweet Home explores the relationship I
had with my childhood home, which was both
tumultuous and imaginative. Our memories
follow a narrative pattern that is oftentimes
romanticized, fragmented, edited, or haunted.
The complexity is overwhelming at times,
especially when it comes to my home.
Using the tableau approach to image making
and sharing the things I am ashamed of, the
complex feelings I have towards my childhood home can be explored. The nostalgic
tendency of memory is a major theme in my work, and whether or not the memory is
something that has root in reality.
Danielle Owensby received a BFA in Studio Art from Michigan State University in Spring
2015. She also has a BA in English, and her knowledge of narrative acquired by these
studies is apparent in her tableau approach to image making. She is currently pursuing a
MFA in Photography at Columbia College Chicago

Saturday, October 3rd | Medallion C&D | 4:30-4:45
Megan Lendman

How I Share My Community With Yours
Performing music in front of an audience is
exhilarating because it gives those who dare
to do so a chance to give others a deeper
meaning, a more musical and abstract form
of communicating expression. I invite you, the
viewer, to contemplate the value of expression
through music, imagery, and community. This
presentation will investigate the process of
creating a book from a series of images and
essays. How can one community in one town
relate and inspire any other community throughout the world? I am a photographer
based in Grand Rapids, MI.
I graduated from Grand Valley State University with a bachelor’s degree in Photography
and Chinese Language. With my photographs, I aim to show people to people. By doing
so, I hope to build stronger communities and lessen prejudices across classes and
cultures.

Saturday, October 3rd | Medallion C&D | 4:45-5:00
Ying Ruan

Where I Came From
My mixed media works incorporating the cyanotype
process with traditional Chinese brush flower
painting and digital manipulation explore my Chinese
heritage and cultural background.
Ying Ruan received a B.A. in 2006 from Chengdu
University in Sichuan, China. In 2015 she received
her A.S. in photography from Metropolitan
Community College in Omaha, Nebraska. Her work
was included in the national traveling juried exhibition
16x16x16. She is the recipient of the 2015 Midwest
Society of Photographic Education travel award.

Saturday, October 3rd | Medallion C&D | 5:00-5:15
Abigail Thompson

The Cost of Forgetting
The incredibly complex, and misunderstood
phenomenon, known as memory, is one that is a
frequently explored by artists. Whilst memory itself
is a broad process our understanding could be
enhanced when it is broken into several specific
and separate facets. This lecture will present one
body of work that looks at a more specific type of
memory: the ephemeral memories of the everyday.
Psychiatric research on the impacts that diseases
such as Schizophrenia and Alzheimer’s have on
these types of memories have helped to inform
this photographic installation and emphasize the
importance of objects we routinely use.
Abigail Thompson, a Minnesota native, received her BA from the University of Kentucky,
and recently earned her MFA from Kansas State University. She consistently works
to investigate various aspects of memory, as well as the importance of the everyday,
through the use of the photographic process.

Saturday, October 3rd | Medallion C&D | 5:15–5:30
Davey Rocco

365: The Unexpected Benefits of Mixing a
Traditional Method with a Modern Concept
Davey Rocco is a cinematographer and
photographer based in St. Louis, MO. He has
worked on large-scale projects in Hollywood
and has travelled the country running camera on
commercials and personal projects. After moving
back from Los Angeles, he has earned an MFA
in Studio Art with an emphasis on Photography
from Fontbonne University. His personal work
is exclusively shot on film and printed in the
darkroom. He is currently teaching film production at Webster University in St. Louis, MO.
The contemporary concept of the 365 project mostly lives in an virtual world. Artists all
over the world have been experimenting with creating one piece of work per day for the
duration of a year. By operating in this fashion the artist hopes to benefit in many different
and surprising ways. The major benefits include discipline, increase of produced work,
and a thorough examination of a thought or concept. What transpired was not just
gaining familiarity with a technical method, but how one’s life can be transformed over
the course of a single year.

Saturday, October 3rd | Medallion C&D | 6:00-7:00
2015 HONORED EDUCATOR

Linda Adele Goodine

30 Years of Photography:
Lessons Learned, Lessons Lost
Infinite and finite games of learning, teaching and making. A brief
narrative of the funniest and most magnificent moments in the
classroom as well as how to maintain a vital integrative studio
practice while teaching and sharing with students.
Infinite and finite games of learning, teaching and making. A brief
narrative of the funniest and most magnificent moments in the
classroom as well as how to maintain a vital integrative studio
practice while teaching and sharing with students.

sunday

Fionnbharr Ó Súilleabháin

MWSPE One-Day Calotype Workshop
9:00 TO 4:00 WITH A BREAK FOR LUNCH

Regular Tuition: $110 for SPE members, $150 for non members
Student Tuition: $75 for student SPE members ($100 for non-members) w/ valid ID
Material Fees: $40
REGISTRATION INFORMATION:
Please Contact Laura Hartford:
lhartford@bellarmine.edu
Limited to 8 participants
LOCATION: SCHNEIDER HALL, BELKNAP CAMPUS, UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE
Co-sponsored by Bellarmine University, the University of Louisville Hite Art Institute and
the University of Louisville Photographic Archive
Invented in 1840 by William Henry Fox Talbot, the calotype
is one of the earliest photographic processes. By coating
cotton writing paper with silver salts, Talbot was able to freeze
previously fleeting images captured by the camera obscura.
Irish artist Fionnbharr Ó Súilleabháin currently lives and
works in Maputo, Mozambique. Ó Súilleabháin has exhibited
internationally, and his prints are included in the Royal Scottish
Academy, among other prestigious collections. He served
as a consultant and proof reader for the calotype chapter in
the latest edition of Christopher James’ Book of Alternative
Photographic Processes and has appeared on British television demonstrating the
calotype process in an episode of “Britain’s Secret Homes”, presented by Rankin
and featuring the Rock House studio of 19th century calotypists Hill and Adamson. In
addition to calotypes, Ó Súilleabháin works in wet and dry collodion processes and
is currently researching the work of Sir John Kirk, the abolitionist British diplomat who
accompanied David Livingstone on his Zambesi expedition of 1858 to 1864, making
calotype images along the way.

SPE Related Exhibitions

Thursday, October 1st | 7:30-9:30
On Fruited Plains

A Multi Caucus Exhibition
SCHNEIDER HALL GALLERIES
UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE: BELKNAP CAMPUS
The Midwest is a varied place in terms of geography, culture, people, and viewpoints.
Travel in any direction for a couple of hours and you will pass through a myriad of
things to bewitch, excite, entice, and sometimes puzzle the eye. Stories, visual poems,
and narratives exist everywhere, with some having a history that spans centuries and
some that have sprung up recently, like some of the new myths and cultures that are
to be found. The works reflect stories of these fruited plains, whether they be old, new,
complete, or just beginning. Some stories are more evident than others; some will form
differently in each viewer’s eye. But all share a commonality of being borne out of the
minds and experiences of the people who see the Midwest uniquely.

JURIES

David Martin, Marivi Ortiz and James Kueffner

Featuring works by Rachel Banks, Michael Borowski, Amanda Breitbach, Julie Jaidinger,
Garrett Hansen, Zora Murff, Lee Ann Paynter, Alison A. Smith, Matel Rokke, Morgan Ford
Willingham, Alyss Vernon, Kevin Warth, Missy Ziebart

The Inland Experience
MCGRATH GALLERY
BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY
The Inland Experience, a juried Midwest Regional Women’s Caucus exhibition, highlights
the unique environmental and cultural character of the Midwest.  The exhibition will take
place at the Bellarmine University Gallery in collaboration with Throwing Light, Catching
Shadows, the 2015 SPE Midwest Regional Conference in Louisville, Kentucky. (Juror:
Margaret LeJeune, Bradley University)
Featuring works by: Sarah Berkeley, Jasmine Clark, Dana Fritz, Lee Ann Paynter, Kris
Sanford, Millee Tibbs, Crystal Tursich

Friday, October 2nd | 5:00-9:00pm

Throwing Light Catching Shadows
Invited Speakers Exhibition
Cressman Center for Visual Arts
100 East Main Street
The University of Louisville’s Cressman Center For the Arts is pleased to present
an exhibition of work by the speakers at this year’s Midwest Regional Society for
Photographic Education conference. “Throwing Light / Catching Shadows” explores the
correspondences between various historic and contemporary photographic practices,
from salt prints to high definition video. In addition, because the exhibition is conceived
as a showcase of this year’s presenters, it takes up the conference’s central theme: the
intersection of public and private space. Many works from the show engage the tension
between private, interior decoration and gestures to public display, like Steve Gompf’s
Salesman Sample Televisor, 1901, A (2015) and Margaret LeJeune’s Cynthia from The
Modern Day Diana (1991). Other projects, like Tiffany Carbonneau’s Constant bearing,
Decreasing Range (2015) and James Rhem’s God (or Suffer the Little Child) (2015),
depict moments when confinement and enclosure overlap with vast openness. In every
case, work in “Throwing Light / Catching Shadows” is a testament to photographic
image’s power to capture our most public and our most private experience.

Friday, October 2nd | 5:00-7:30pm
Lori Nix

The City
KENTUCKY COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN
AT SPALDING UNIVERSITY
849 Gallery
849 S. Third Street
Louisville, KY 40203

Huff Gallery
853 Library Lane
Louisville, KY 40203
The City features photographs by Lori Nix,
a nationally recognized artist from Brooklyn,
New York. Her exhibition imagines what
New York City and Brooklyn would look like if
suddenly mankind had disappeared seemingly
overnight. What remains are vacant fragments
of buildings slowly being reclaimed by nature.
Nix re-creates the scenes in miniature to raise
awareness and inspired reflection on our
everyday actions and means of survival.

Saturday, October 3rd | 10:00-11:00am
Lori Nix

Gallery Talk
849 Gallery
849 S. Third Street
Louisville, KY 40203
Join Lori Nix as she discusses her photographs from her most recent project The City

Saturday, October 3rd | 8:30-9:00pm

RIT Big Shot

The RIT Big Shot No 31 features historic Churchill Downs as the subject of its annual
nighttime community photographic project. Participants are welcome to join this free and
family friendly event. TRAC bus line # 4) provides transportation from Downtown to the
Track for a small charge. The event is scheduled to begin at 9:00pm and participants
are asked to be on site by 8:30. Participants should dress in dark clothing if possible
and bring their own handheld light source. They will be assigned to one of the 9 lighting
teams. For more information visit. www.rit.edu/bigshot

Special Thanks

Thank you to the portfolio reviewers for lending your insights
and expertise during the portfolio reviews.
Richard Bram – NYC Photographer
BJ Cary – Metropolitan Community College, Elkhorn, NE
Erin Devine – Gallery Director Assistant Professor Northern Virginia Community College
Dana Fritz – University of Nebraska – Lincoln
Larry Gawel – Director at Workspace Gallery, Lincoln, NE
Karen Gillenwater – Museum Manager, 21c. Museum, Louisville
Garin Horner – Associate Professor and Author, Adrian College
Darlene Kaczmarcyk – Kendall College of Art and Design
Margaret LeJuene – Assistant Professor, Bradley University
David Martin – Lecturer, Northern Kentucky University
Emily Hanako Momohara – Adjunct, Miami University
Jennifer Murray – Instructor of Photography, Loyola University Chicago
Marivi Ortiz-Shoda – Independent Photographer, Chicago
Jacinda Russell – Associate Professor of Photography, Ball State University
Deirdre Scaggs—University of Kentucky
Brian Sholis – Associate Curator of Photography, Cincinnati Art Museum
Travis Shaffer – Assistant Teaching Professor, University of Missouri
Eileen Yanoviak – Exhibition and Project Coordinator, Speed Art Museum
Joey Yates – Associate Curator, Kentucky Museum of Art and Craft
Thank you to the following individuals for their financial support
Keith Auerbach, Gill Holland, Leslie Millar, Pat Pfister, & Rosalie Rosenthal
Thank you to the following companies for their support
Roberts Camera, Nikon, Hasselblad Bron, Midwest Photo Exchange,
Murphy’s Camera, Profoto, Unique Imaging Concepts, & Quadrant Inc
Thank you to the following university for their contributions
Allen R. Hite Art Institute @ the University of Louisville, Bellarmine University,
Kentucky College of Art and Design @ Spalding University, &
Indiana University Southeast
Special thanks to the staff at the University of Louisville for their time and efforts
Theresa Berbet, Janice Blair, Amy Fordham,
Jessica Kincaid, Renee Murphy, &Linda Rowley
Thank you Luke Parker for designing a wonderful conference guide
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